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T. P. Charlock  (NASA LaRC)
Fred G. Rose (AS&M) algorithm development & Thurs AM talk on “Synoptic SARB”

David A. Rutan (AS&M) CAVE validation
Zhonghai Jin (AS&M) coupled ocean atmosphere radiative transfer

. Seiji Kato (H.U.) - modification of LaRC Fu-Liou code
Wenying Su (H.U.) - surface UV and PAR algorithms

Lisa H. Coleman, Thomas E. Caldwell, Scott Zentz (SAIC) - Data Management

D. Fillmore, W. Collins (NCAR) MATCH; A. Lacis (GISS) dust optics
Greg Schuster (LaRC), Ken Rutledge (AS&M) - COVE ocean platform, aerosols

SARB/SOFA Working Group Thurs. AM:
Questions (!#@) and Answers (?)

www-cave.larc.nasa.gov/cave/     or goggle “CERES  CAVE”
Easy to use subsets of data, on line radiative transfer, ocean albedo tables…



MODIS ~1km pixels provide

      Cloud properties (almost always)

      Aerosol AOT (sometimes)

      Land skin temperature (if clear)

                Ungridded SARB vertical profile at ~2,000,000 CRS footprints/day
        Langley Fu-Liou radiative transfer:   Kato 2005 SW upgrade, retains Kratz-Rose window

Large CERES footprint
    for TOA flux

Surface

70 hPa (altitude ~18 km)

~20-50 km

GEOS4 T(z), q(z), surface wind
    Wind speed affects ocean surface albedo

MATCH aerosols
  Always used for SSA & g
  Used for AOT if no MODIS AOT

NCEP O3(z)
   Mostly from SBUV/2

Wielicki

Loeb
Priestley

Collins NCAR

MINNIS modis

Modis  Atmosphere  Team

GSFC  NWP



Reflected SW at TOA (day overpass)

Observed = 241.5 Wm-2

    Bias = 11.0 Wm-2

Calculations reflect more than CERES

  Bias = Untuned - Observed

CERES Terra FM1 FSW Ed2C

              March 2003

OLR (day + nite)

Observed = 237.2 Wm-2

    Bias = 0.0 Wm-2

Large regional biases in calculations

 Monthly maps from CAVE home page
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               www-cave.larc.nasa.gov/cave/     or goggle “CERES  CAVE”



www-cave.larc.nasa.gov/cave/     or goggle “CERES  CAVE”

  CERES ARM Validation Experiment (CAVE) includes BSRN, SURFRAD



Surface Flux Validation
Instantaneous Footprint Results

Terra, 60 Months of CRS Ed2B, (“clear” – imager)

LW SW LW SW LW SW
ARM/SGP -7 +8 -8 +3 +1 -16 -16

Island Sites -3 +25 0 +14 +1 -9 -7
Polar Sites -4 +11 -7 -3 +0 -4 -3
SURFRAD -8 +11 -9 -0 +1 -17 -16
European -6 +21 -3 +0 +2 -27 -19

Validation Sites -6 (23) +13 (94) -9 (15) +2 (29) +3 -16 -10

Downward Untuned Surface Flux Biases (Model-Obs)(W/m2)
All Sky Clear Sky

SFC Aerosol Forcing 
Clear-Pristine SW 

CNA*

ARM SGP for 64 months Mean (RMS) of Bias for All-sky SW insolation

      4  (89)    for E13 site (Central Facility)

                                                10 (87)    for 19 SGP sites

      10 (30)    for 19 sites as a virtual daily “grand” site

     10 (13)    for 19 sites as a virtual monthly “grand” site



Using all 19 SGP sites as a virtual monthly “grand” site, CERES SARB
retrieval captures the interannual variability of all sky insolation.



February 2004 shows large discrepancy (arrows):

Retrieval does not capture interannual variability in clear-sky transmission well.

But ensemble mean aerosol forcing (-17 Wm-2 from entire raw time series) is okay,

           as insolation bias of raw time series is only 3 Wm-2 for clear skies.







Greg Schuster will show theory of cloud-aerosol retrieval problem later…
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Ha, Chuck



English translation

Obs: ground-based

  observation

MOA: temperature

  and humidity

  field (GEOS4)

  used for

  calculations



Comparison for a full month:  Recalculate clear LW all day using MOA field
(GEOS4) and then again with ARM’s local “Best Estimate” sounding.

This shows that the MOA input causes the bias in downward LW.



CRS:  SARB statistics from the raw field of view (FOV) -- not gridded

     Note the drift in bias for Terra daytime OLR.



CRS:  SARB statistics from the raw field of view (FOV) -- not gridded



CRS:  SARB statistics from the raw field of view (FOV) -- not gridded



Plot was also from May meeting.  Earler this week, DeWitte showed differences
for cloudy-sky SW radiances (GERB-CERES) that were quite similar to those above
for cloudy-sky SW fluxes (Untuned calculations - CERES).



CRS:  SARB statistics from the raw field of view (FOV) -- not gridded
       Later presentation on COVE ocean platform by Schuster will show

(1) TOA bias at COVE is similar to above       (2) surface bias at COVE is low



       CRS:  SARB statistics from the raw field of view (FOV) -- not gridded
    Ocean surface albedos for GCMs:  goggle “CERES CAVE” seek CAVE home page

                      Zhonghai Jin presents on clear-sky ocean SW later…





CRS:  SARB statistics from the raw field of view (FOV) -- not gridded



Observations by SURFRAD





GCM from monthly means with full diurnal cycle.

Retrieved albedos, which are lower, are from high sun Terra overpass.

Zonal mean surface albedo 50N-60N



Gridded SARB monthly surface albedos:  goggle “CERES CAVE” seek CAVE home page



Gridded SARB monthly surface albedos:  goggle “CERES CAVE” seek CAVE home page



Sites where we have detailed MODIS surface albedo data





South Pole (Amundsen-Scott)



0.0                            0.2                             0.4                             0.6                            0.8

Histogram of tuned clear-sky surface albedo - Antarctic Plateau 2 Dec 02





Differences between tuned and observed SW at TOA are here negligible.

If we take a radiative transfer code and input the observed surface albedo at

Amundsen-Scott, calculated SW at TOA exceeds CERES… as for clouds over ocean.



Flux:
 N=306; Mean_model_flx=363.166 W/m2; Mean_Obs_flx=344.996; STD=12.66; RMS=22.13

Radiance:
 N=306; mean_model=107.924w/m2/sr; mean_obs=103.617; STD =5.98567, RMS=7.75301



Calculation done with Jin’s COART on line:  goggle “CERES CAVE” seek CAVE home page



SARB footprint (FOV) calculations are checked for Terra/Aqua/surface/TOA

- reflect more SW at TOA than observed by CERES (~3-5%)   --- ocean

Evidence for a similar tale over the clear Antarctic Plateau

- transmit more SW to surface for all-sky (~2%) & clear-sky (0-1%) --- land

Interannual variability for all-sky SW is quite good.

Interannual variability of snow albedo effect is good.

Aerosol forcing has some credibility as seasonal mean
but not for heavy dust sites, where

         aerosols spoil cloudy calculations.

Schuster will show SARB results for COVE platform

- have less surface LW down than PIR (~10 Wm-2) --- land

- emit more daytime OLR than CERES (0-2 Wm-2)
And hint at possible drift in observed daytime OLR record

Gridded 24-hour SYNI now under testing; PAR and UV checked independently

www-cave.larc.nasa.gov/cave/     or goggle “CERES  CAVE”




